
 
  
Womanhood in a stone 
  
At the feet of the Himalayan mountains, on the banks of the pure-turquoise Ganges,              
surrounded with tropical forests, sprawling on the hills, a typical eastern scene took place.  
 
Exotic Indian merchants offer variable gems and jewels, statues made of precious stones,             
among other no less exotic and valuable goods, that altogether make one’s head go spinning               
around, and heart beating with a desire to purchase each one item which was glanced upon.                
Nonetheless, as those places are flooded with spiritual seekers guided by their inner voice,              
and so was I, it was possible for me to overcome the temptations, and approach that what                 
was there for me, as it occurred later. Light pink, tender crystal beads attracted me as if we                  
were both made of the same energy. Those were rose quartz beads, necklaces, bracelets,              
sphere-shaped and pyramid-shaped stones, natural crystals. As only my hands came in            
contact with them I didn’t want to let it go. 
  
Eventually, such an experience was just a proof of a scientific fact regarding precious stone’s               
power to influence a human’s mental and physical body. Yet the most important is to select                
the right stone for a particular person and life period, as the stones are kind of accumulators,                 
power banks of particular kind of energy which we may use when we need to increase that                 
energy. 
  
Pink Quartz is such an accumulator of a feminine, Venus energy. This stone is a crystal of                 
unconditional love as it is endowed with soft energy of compassion and peace, tenderness and               
healing, nourishment and comfort. It speaks directly to the heart, healing it and dissolving              
emotional wounds, fears, resentments, and circulates divine loving energy throughout the           
entire body. It’s able to reawaken the heart to its own innate love, provides a deep sense of                  
personal fulfillment and contentment. Ultimately it gives one the capacity to truly give and              
receive pure love. On a more obvious platform it has it’s effect in attracting new love,                
romance and intimacy, or in developing a closer bond with family and friends. It also inspires                
the love of beauty in all their manifestations: in oneself and others, in nature, art, music and                 
the written word. 
  
It’s energy harmonically resonates and increases feminine energy, the inner potency of every             
woman, and is especially effective for ladies to understand self-value and life destination, a              
global mission they carry for the whole world. Rose quartz reawakens and actuates it, as if a                 
magnet, therefore it’s a great ladies’ talisman. It may become a personal power-bank when              
there is sadness, difficulties, lack of strength, emotional wounds, the pink crystal will provide              
it’s healing energy through the body straight to the core of the heart. As the active substance                 
is a Venus energy it will increase the attractiveness, fascination, natural coquetry and             
tenderness of a character. In fact, every woman is already connected with this energy, it’s               



only a question of recharging. After being healed oneself, the sensitiveness towards others             
appears. When we are able to hear, feel and understand people we associate with, our               
relationships become warmer and closer. If that’s your goal, as it should be for every lady,                
pink quartz is a helpful friend. 
 
 


